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Abstract
We perform canonical quantization of open strings in the D-brane back-
ground with a B-field. Treating the mixed boundary condition as a primary
constraint, we get a set of secondary constraints. Then these constraints are
shown to be equivalent to orbifold conditions to be imposed on normal string
modes. These orbifold conditions are a generalization of the familiar orb-
ifold conditions which arise when we describe open strings in terms of closed
strings. Solving the constraints explicitly, we obtain a simple Hamiltonian for





The open string gives rise to the noncommutative geometry [1] for the D-brane with a
NS-NS B-eld. The D-brane dynamics is described by Yang-Mills gauge elds on noncom-
mutative space-time. This point was implied in the work of Connes, Douglas, and Schwarz
[2] on the Matrix M-model [3] compactied on a torus in an appropriate limit. Subsequently,
more direct approaches to the noncommutative geometry in the string theories were taken
in refs. [4{7], where the open string dynamics in the D-brane background are studied. The
various aspects of the noncommutative Yang-Mills gauge theories and their implications in
the string theories were discussed extensively in a recent work of Seiberg and Witten [8]. In
particular the equivalence of the ordinary gauge elds and the noncommutative gauge elds
has been proposed and checked by comparing the ordinary Dirac-Born-Infeld theory with
its noncommutative counterpart for the D-brane.
In order to explore further the noncommutative geometry in the string and its nonpertur-
bative eects, we may need to develop the string eld theory based on the noncommutative
algebra. The string eld theory may serve as a useful tool for this purpose: It may be
easier to understand the proposed equivalence between the ordinary gauge elds and the
noncommutative ones in the second quantized theories than in the rst quantized theories.
Bigatti and Susskind [5] also discussed recently relevance of the noncommutative geometry
in the light cone quantization of open strings attached to D-brane, which can be easily
extended to the light cone string eld theory. In this respect it is important to perform
canonical quantization of the open string theory in the background of D-brane, which will
be a stepping stone toward the second quantized theory. Quantization of the open strings in
the presence of D-branes with a B-eld has been already discussed in the literature. In ref.
[9] it was pointed out that the nontrivial boundary condition in the presence of the B-eld
modify the canonical commutation relations and leads to the noncommutativity on D-brane
worldvolume. This point was elaborated further subsequently by Chu and Ho [10], as they
examine the simplectic form obtained in terms of the mode expansion of the classical solu-
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tions. However, there are some discrepancy between two works. To resolve the discrepancy
the authors of both works perform the canonical quantization, treating the mixed boundary
condition as a primary constraint and employing the Dirac’s quantization method. Never-
theless, the discrepancy still remains. The purpose of this paper is to carry out the canonical
quantization of the open string in the D-brane background with some rigor and to clarify
the related problems. In the course we will be able to conrm some of the results obtained
in [8] by using the conformal eld theory.
II. OPEN STRING IN THE BACKGROUND OF D-BRANE
The bosonic part of the classical action for an open string ending on a Dp-brane with a






















where µ = 0, 1, . . . , 9 and i = 0, 1, . . . , p. Here we consider a simple flat background rst:
Gµν = ηµν , H = dB = 0. Extension to a more general background will be discussed later.



















in the presence of the U(1) gauge eld (Bij − Fij) replaces Bij in the action Eq.(1). For
simplicity we set 2piα0 = 1 and restore it when necessary.
Choosing the metric as hαβ = ηαβ = (−, +), we nd the canonical momenta and the
Hamiltonian as
P i = ∂τX

















where a = p + 1, . . . , 9. The boundary conditions to be imposed are as follows
∂σX
i −Bij∂τXj = 0, Xa = xa (5)
for σ = 0, pi. In terms of the canonical momenta the rst boundary condition is written by
BijP
j −M ij∂σXj = 0 (6)
where M ij = η
i
j − BikBkj . Since the boundary conditions are nontrivial for X i, we will be
concerned only with X i hereafter.
We may incorporate the boundary condition Eq.(6) into the canonical quantization,
treating it as a second class constraint. Before going into the canonical quantization of the
open string in the D-brane background, it may be useful to recall the canonical quantization
of the free open string. The open string is often described as a closed string with an orbifold
condition
X i(σ) = X i(−σ), P i(σ) = P i(−σ). (7)
Let us recast this procedure into the canonical quantization. The Hamiltonian for the free



































(It is assumed that appropriate real conditions are imposed on X in and P
i
n.) The boundary
conditions to be imposed on the two ends of open string are as follows
∂σX
i(0) = ∂σX
i(pi) = 0. (10)









n(−1)nX in = 0. (11b)
Viewing the boundary conditions as primary constraints, we nd that they generate the
secondary constraints








Here the fundamental Poisson brackets are given by
fX in, P jmg = ηijδnm, fX in, Xjmg = 0, fP in, P jmg = 0. (13)
The consistency requires that Ψi1 = 0 and Ψ
i
1 = 0. Again in order to impose these secondary
constraints consistently we should introduce the following constraints
fH, Ψi1gPB = −
∑
n
n3X in = 0, (14a)
fH, Ψi1gPB = −
∑
n
n3(−1)nX in = 0. (14b)
















n2m−1(−1)nP in = 0 (15d)
where m = 1, 2, . . .. Since they are of second class, one needs to construct the Dirac bracket
to incorporate them into the canonical quantization. However, each constraint involves
all dierent modes, the Dirac bracket is expected to be complicated. As for this point the



























sin nσ sin mσ = δ(n−m)− δ(n + m). (18)
We also see that if Eq.(17) is imposed, the constraint equation, Eq.(15a) fin = 0, n =
1, 2, . . .g, holds. Thus, two sets of constraints are equivalent to each other. If we apply this
procedure to the constraints, Eq.(15b) fim = 0, m = 1, 2, . . .g, we get the same result as
Eq.(17). They do not introduce additional constraints, thus they are redundant. The same
procedure yields that the set of constraints Eq.(15c) fΨin = 0, n = 1, 2, . . .g, is equivalent to
the following set of constraints
ϕin = P
i
n − P i−n = 0, n = 1, 2, . . . (19)
and that the constraints Eq.(15d) are redundant. At a glance we nd that these constraints
Eqs.(17, 19) are nothing but the orbifold condition Eq.(7), which introduced to describe the
open string in terms of the closed string.
Now it becomes an easy task to construct the Dirac brackets. We evaluate the commu-
tators between the constraints
fχin, χjmgPB = 0,
fχin, ϕjmgPB = 2ηijδnm (20)







where I is identity matrix, Inm = δnm, we construct the Dirac bracket as
fA, Bg = fA, BgPB − fA, φMgPB(C−1)MNfφN , BgPB (22)
where φM = fχin, ϕjmg. The fundamental Dirac brackets are obtained as
fxi, xjgPB = 0, fxi, pjgPB = ηij , fpi, pjgPB = 0 (23a)
fX in, XjmgDB = 0, fX in, P jmgDB =
1
2
ηij (δ(n−m) + δ(n + m)) , fP in, P jmgDB = 0 (23b)
where n and m are non-zero integers.
III. CANONICAL QUANTIZATION AND D-BRANE BACKGROUND
Now let return to the canonical quantization of the open string in the D-brane back-
ground with a B-eld. As in the case of the free open string, the boundary condition may be
treated as a primary constraints. In the presence of B-eld, we may expand the canonical
string variables in terms of normal modes as









where c is a constant, which will be xed later. In the limit of strong B-eld, the dynamical
degrees of freedom of the open string are mostly encoded by ai [5]. In terms of the normal





























P jn −M ij(aj + i
∑






P jn(−1)n −M ij(aj + i
∑
nXjn(−1)n) = 0. (25c)
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Here choose c = −pi/2. Note that the boundary conditions relate string coordinate variables
fX ing to the momentum variables, fP jng.
Evaluating the commutator between the Hamiltonian and the primary constraints,

















n(−1)nP in = 0. (27)
The Dirac procedure requires further that the commutators between these secondary con-
straints and the Hamiltonian are vanishing







n − inM ijXjn
)
(28)







n − inM ijXjn
)
.
This procedure will be continued until it does not generate additional new constraints. By


















n2m+1(−1)nP in = 0 (29d)
where m = 0, 1, 2, . . .. These constraints are of second class.
Since each constraint involves all dierent normal modes, it is desirable to disentangle
them to construct the Dirac bracket. As we observed before, the set of constraints fΨim =
0, m = 0, 1, 2, . . .g is equivalent to
ϕim = P
i
m − P i−m = 0, m = 1, 2, . . . . (30)
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cos nσ cos mσ = δ(n−m) + δ(n + m),











−n)− iM ijn(Xjn −Xj−n) = 0, (32b)
where pi = P i0, and n = 1, 2, . . .. The rst constraint determines a
i
ai = (M−1B)ijpj. (33)
Assuming that this solution is used explicitly, we will remove the constraint χi0 = 0 hereafter.
Taking this into account we write





We note that (M−1B) is antisymmetric.
Evaluating the commutators between the constraints, we have
fχin, χjmgPB = 0,
fχin, ϕjmgPB = −2inM ijδnm (35)
fϕin, ϕjmgPB = 0.
With this commutator relations we construct
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C = −2i
 0 M ij
−M ij 0
⊗N (36)
where N is a diagonal matrix, (N)nm = nδnm. The Dirac bracket is dened as Eq.(22)
with fφMg = fχ1m, ϕimg and C, which are given by Eq.(32b) and Eq.(30) respectively. The
fundamental Dirac brackets are then found be to
fxi, pjgDB = ηij , fxi, xjgDB = 0,




fX in, P jmgDB =
1
2
ηij (δ(n−m) + δ(n + m)) , fP in, P jmgDB = 0
where n and m are non-zero integers. It is noted that the commutator, fX in, XjmgDB is
modied due to the background B-eld, which results in noncommutative geometry.
The noncommutativity becomes manifest as we evaluate the commutator
fX i(σ), Xj(σ0)gDB
fX i(σ), Xj(σ0)gDB = −(M−1B)ij




sin n(σ + σ0)
 . (38)








pi − θ : 0 < θ < 2pi
0 : θ = 0, 2pi
(39)
we have
fX i(σ), Xj(σ0)gDB =

(M−1B)ijpi : σ = σ0 = 0




fX i(σ), P j(σ0)gDB = ηij
1 + ∑
n 6=0
cos nσ cos nσ0

fP i(σ), P j(σ0)gDB = 0.
These commutator relations agree with those obtained in the work of Chu and Ho [7,10].
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IV. NONCOMMUTATIVE GEOMETRY
Since the open string vertex operators are coupled to the end points of the string, the
commutator relations between the string end points are particularly interesting. Denoting
the end points of the string as
zi = X i(0) = −pi
2









zi = X i(pi) =
pi
2









we nd that the Dirac brackets Eq.(37) lead us to their commutation relations as
[zi, zj ] = −pi(M−1B)ij , [zi, zj ] = pi(M−1B)ij, [zi, zj ] = 0. (42)
The vertex operators carrying momenta k and k are associated with eik
izi and eik¯
iz¯i . Their














[A,B]eA+B, if [[A, B], A] = [[A, B], B] = 0. (44)
The above noncommutative relations yield that the normal ordered product of two operators
are given as the Moyal bracket [11] as discussed in [8]. In general, a product of two functions











kiqj(M−1B)ij eikz+iqz ~f(k)~g(q), (45)
where ~f and ~g are Fourier trasformed functions of f and g respectively. It follows that
normal ordered product of two operators satisfy
: f(z) :: g(z) : = : f(z)  g(z) : (46)
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where










f(z + ξ)g(z + ζ)jξ=ζ=0. (47)
The physical observables are often represented by Wilson loop operators. Consider a
Wilson loop operator of U(1) gauge eld on the D-brane, given as follows






where P denotes the path ordered product. Let us take that C is the boundary of the world
surface of the open string on the D-brane, ∂M and is parameterize by τ^ : For the sake of
convenience, we choose τ^ as
τ^ =

τ − 1 : τ^ 2 [−1, 0]
−τ + 1 : τ^ 2 [0, 1].
(49)
Thus,
X i(τ^ )j∂M =

zi : τ^ 2 [−1, 0]
zi : τ^ 2 [0, 1]
(50)
and X i(τ^ = −1) = X i(τ^ = 1).

































































where J(B) is a trivial Jacobian and ‘. . .’ denotes the kinetic terms for nonzero modes and
constraint terms. Note the dierence between the τ ordered product and the path ordered
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product. Now it is clear that our choice, c = −pi/2 is consistent: If τ^ -ordering is employed,
on ∂M
eiP XeiQX = e−
pi
2
P iQj(M−1B)ij ei(P+Q)X = eiP X  eiQX . (52)
We may expand the Wilson loop operator as
WC [A] = I +
∫
∂M





dX2  A(X2)dX1  A(X1) + . . . . (53)




















+ . . . (54a)
F^ij = ∂iAj − ∂jAi − Ai  Aj + Ai  Aj. (54b)



























(A  A  . . .  A). (56)
The noncommutative Stokes theorem needs a more rigorous proof.
It is desirable to solve the constraints explicitly if possible. The constraints are solved

















(X in −X i−n), Kin =
1p
2
(P in − P i−n), (57b)
where n = 1, 2, . . ., we nd that the only nontrivial commutation relations are
fY in, Y jmgDB =
1
n
(M−1B)ijδnm, fY in, KimgDB = ηijδnm, (58)







n = 0. (59)
Using these constraints, we can get rid of Y in, and





the usual commutation relations. Accordingly, the Hamiltonian can be written in terms of



















This is precisely the Hamiltonian for a free open string in the space-time background, of
which metric is given by Mij . Thus, the Hamiltonian can be written in terms of the usual
commutative algebra. The noncommutativity arises when we identify the space-time coor-
dinates of open strings as

















The obtained representation for the Hamiltonian, Eq.(60) and the string coordinate vari-
ables, Eq.(61) reveals the nature of the noncommutativity in string theory. The open string
prefers (Y in, K
i




n). Thus, in the
presence of the D-brane with a B-eld, the interaction between the open and closed strings
are expected highly nontrivial. As we see, the noncommutativity is important not only in
the zero mode sector but also in all other nonzero mode sectors. This representation would
be useful when we discuss various stringy noncommutative eects.
In order to compare our results with those of Seiberg and Witten [8], we restore 2piα0,
and take Gij = gij . We also change the signature of the metric on the string worldsheet,
which takes that hαβ = (+, +) and Bij is replaced with iBij . Following this prescription, we













0 = (Bg−1)ijPj − i
(2piα0)2
(GE)ij∂σX
j for σ = 0, pi (62b)








The string coordinate and momentum variables are written by
X i(σ) = −i(2piα0)2
(
G−1E Bg













Here we note that
(
G−1E Bg









The fundamental Dirac brackets are given as




fX in, PjmgDB =
1
2
δij (δ(n−m) + δ(n + m)) , (66)
fxi, pigDB = δij.
Other fundamental Dirac brackets are vanishing. As a concomitant result, we have
fX i(σ), Xj(σ0)gDB =

ipiθij : σ = σ0 = 0
−ipiθij : σ = σ0 = pi
0 : otherwise.
(67)

























































Thus, the obtained Hamiltonian is precisely the Hamiltonian for a free open string in space-
time with the metric given by (GE)ij as we may expect. Concomitantly the spectrum of the
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open string in the D-brane background is determined by the eective metric (GE)ij . As we
mentioned before, it is convenient to employ basis fjY i(σ) >g to describe the open string,
interacting with the D-brane, while the usual basis fjX i(σ) >g is more suitable for the
closed string. Note that the eigenstate of X i(σ), jX i(σ) > can be constructed as a coherent
state in fjY i(σ) >g. It is quite similar to the lowest Landau level state. More detailed
discussion on this point will be given somewhere else [12]. In ref. [8], Siberg and Witten
discuss the zero slope limit, where
α0   12 ! 0, gij   ! 0 (70)
while keeping B, GE and θ xed,
(GE)ij = −(2piα0)2(Bg−1B)ij , θij = (B−1)ij. (71)
The zero slope limit does not alter the noncommutative structure, but it makes the potential
term dominant in the Hamiltonian as in the lowest Landau level. As we see even in the zero
slope limit the nonzero mode sectors contribute to the D-brane dynamics as well as the zero
mode sector. The nonzero mode sectors would be important to understand some stringy
eects in the noncommutative geometry.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We conclude this paper with a few remarks. We nd that the dynamics of D-brane
with a B eld can be understood in the framework of the canonical quantization. In the
presence of the B eld we have a mixed boundary condition, which generates an innite
number of secondary second class constraints. The set of the second class constraints is
shown to be equivalent to an orbifold condition, which is a generalization of the simple one
introduced when the free open string is described in terms of the closed string. The best
way to deal with the second class constraints is to solve them explicitly. Indeed we can solve
the constraints explicitly without diculty and get a simple Hamiltonian for the open string
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in the D-brane background. The Hamiltonian is found to be a free Hamiltonian for an open
string in space-time with the metric GE Eq.(63). Noncommutativity arises as the orbifold
condition eectively reduces the phase space for the string by half. Eq.(68) reveals the nature
of noncommutativity in string theory transparently. The present work may serve as stepping
stone leading us to various directions. The canonical analysis carried out in the present paper
may enable us to construct the second quantized theory for the open string in the D-brane
background, which would be an appropriate generalization of the earlier work on the open
string by Witten [13]. We may also apply the same canonical quantization procedure to
the open string attached to the multi-D-branes or to two dierent types of D-branes. Work
along this direction may improve our understanding of the AdS/CFT correspondence [14]
and the black hole physics in string theory. In the due course one may attempt to derive
the (non-Abelian) noncommutative Dirac-Born-Infeld eective action [8,15] for the D-brane,
which remains to be an outstanding open problem. The last, but not the least important
extension of the present work is the canonical analysis of the superstrings attached to the
D-branes. It would be interesting to understand the interplay of the supersymmetry and
the noncommutativity.
APPENDIX
We add a supplementary comment on to the canonical quantization Eq.(24) and Eq.(25).
In order to treat the zero mode of X i with care we take










(c + pi)3 − (c− pi)3
)
( _ai)2 − 1
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(c + pi)3 − (c− pi)3
)














(c + pi)2 − (c− pi)2
)
aj .
















n + pii _a
i − L. (76)
Since the Hamiltonian does not contain terms with pii, pii can be trivially integrated out.
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